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Abstract
Identity construction as a form of institutional work has mainly been studied from discursive perspectives. We examine how the identity of start-up entrepreneurs is constructed within the sociomaterial setting of a major start-up and technology conference, to enhance institutionalization of start-up entrepreneurship. We draw from the theories of performative identity construction, sociomateriality, and affect. Our study contributes to research on institutional work by highlighting the sociomaterial and affective nature of identity construction as a form of institutional work. We demonstrate how the identity of a start-up entrepreneur is constructed as rock star, vital entrepreneur, and buddy in a start-up ecosystem. Further, we present characteristics of sociomaterial agency that strengthen identification with the institution of start-up entrepreneurship: multisensority, temporal multidimensionality, and the dynamics of equality and exceptionality building. Our study also critically demonstrates how constructed identities tend to reinforce the link between entrepreneurship and masculinity.
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Introduction

I leave the pouring rain of a Nordic November behind me when entering the Great Exhibition Centre. The beat of the music hits me and resonates with my body. Laser lights cut the air in a black, cave-like setting. I feel the excitement of the audience intensifying with the beat of the music. Then the excitement is released and the audience explodes. I feel thrilled. (Field notes, Researcher 2.)

I can feel the beat of the bass in my body. A large crowd constantly walks past and jostles me. I feel I’m getting lost in the enormous dark area filled with flashing lights and huge video screens with fancy video graphics. I we feel queasy. – After a while, I’m caught up in the rhythm of the event and start enjoying the vertigo. It’s like being at a carnival or rock festival. (Field notes, Researcher 3.)

We have entered Slush, a major start-up and technology conference that has become an iconic event in the field of start-up entrepreneurship in Finland. Our strong affective experiences led us to wonder how this conference is geared to enacting the institution of start-up entrepreneurship, which can be seen as an emerging institution of entrepreneurship throughout the western business world. In this study, we examine how the identity of a start-up entrepreneur is constructed within the sociomaterial setting of a conference in order to enhance institutionalization of start-up entrepreneurship.

It has been acknowledged that identity construction affects institutions by creating an attachment between actors and institutions (Creed, DeJordy & Lok, 2010; Giorgi & Palmisano, 2017; Lok, 2010; Tracey, 2016). It is part of institutional work, which is defined as “the purposive actions of individuals and organizations aimed at creating, maintaining and disrupting institutions” (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006, p. 215). Previous research on institutional identity construction has examined how agents provide identities for people in order to mobilize support for them and legitimate the institutions in question (Creed, Scully & Austin, 2002; Oakes, Townley, & Cooper, 1998; Rao, Monin & Durand, 2003; Wry, Lounsbury & Glynn, 2011). Some studies (Creed et al., 2010; Giorgi & Palmisano, 2017; Leung, Zietsma, & Peredo, 2014) focus on individuals’ own identity work in confronting the contradictions between “the various social identities, which pertain to them in the various milieu in which they live their lives” (Watson, 2008, p. 129). We attach our study to both of these perspectives to understand the agency for enacting start-up entrepreneurship as distributed among various parties (Hampel, Lawrence, & Tracey, 2015; Lok, 2010; Tracey, 2016). The organizers of our case conference offered clues regarding the identity of start-up entrepreneurs to the participants by building the particular sociomaterial setting for the
conference. However, the specific focus of our study on identity construction was guided especially by our own intensive affectual sensations, which were evoked by the sociomaterial setting of the conference (Edensor, 2015; Gherardi, 2017; Ringrose & Renold, 2014) and the expectations concerning appropriate ways of being and doing we experienced during the Slush conference. Thus, we regard both the organizers as well as the conference participants as institutional workers who participate in constructing the identity of start-up entrepreneurs within the sociomaterial setting of the conference in order to institutionalize start-up entrepreneurship.

Previous studies have mostly focused on symbolic and discursive forms of institutional work both in studies of institutional identity construction and in examining institutional work more broadly (Hampel et al., 2015; Lawrence, Leca, & Zilber, 2013). Thus, the agency for changing and sustaining an institution has mostly been ascribed to people. However, there is a rising stream of research that has also shed light on the role of materiality in institutional work (Jones & Massa, 2013; Lawrence & Dover, 2015; Monteiro & Nicolini, 2015; Munir & Phillips, 2005; Raviola & Norbäck, 2013). These studies have shown how material artefacts contain institutional information and are used to perform institutional work. Nevertheless, little is known about the role of materiality in institutional identity construction. Our study aims to contribute to filling this gap. Theoretically, we draw from the performative identity theory (Butler, 1990, 1997), and the theoretical perspectives of sociomateriality (Barad, 2003; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Suchman, 2007) and affect (Blackman & Venn, 2010; Gherardi, 2017; Henriques, 2010; Massumi, 2002; Wetherell, 2012). According to performative identity theory, identity is constructed continuously in and through actions. These actions are performative, i.e. they construct meanings and identification with the meanings. According to the theory of sociomateriality, human actions are always entangled and intertwined with materiality. Hence, various meanings and identification with them are continuously constructed in and through the sociomaterial entanglements of Slush. Further, affects are also involved in creating meanings and identification with them, since they are embodied sensations invoked in and through sociomaterial entanglements. All in all, the theories of performative identity construction, sociomateriality, and affect enable us to examine the capability or agency of sociomaterial entanglements in attaching the individual to the institution. This notion is crucial for establishing a more sophisticated understanding of the characteristics of sociomaterial agency in identity construction as a form of institutional work.
Our study is based on ethnography of the start-up and technology conference Slush. It could be seen as an extreme case study (Eisenhardt, 1989; Pratt, Rockmann, & Kaufmann, 2006) where the role of materiality in institutional identity work is emphasized. The data collected consist of field notes, video-recordings from a pitching competition, and documentary material. In our analysis, we focused on understanding how human actions and materiality were entangled and on the kind of meanings and affective sensations evoked by entanglements. We further analysed the capacity of the sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations to intensify the attachment of agents to the institution of start-up entrepreneurship. To highlight the connecting of human actions and materialities, we made use of narrative analysis (Polkinghorne, 1988), which also enables the reader to relive the story (Conelly & Glandinin, 1990) and thereby experience some of the affective intensities prevalent in the field.

Our study contributes to research on institutional work by highlighting the sociomaterial and affective nature of identity construction as a form of institutional work. We demonstrate how the identity of a start-up entrepreneur is constructed to comprise rock star, vital entrepreneur, and buddy in a start-up ecosystem. Further, we present three characteristics of sociomaterial agency that strengthen identification with the institution of start-up entrepreneurship: multisensority, temporal multidimensionality, and the dynamics of equality and exceptionality building. Moreover, our focus on institutional identity work opens up room for critical analysis that has thus far been less apparent within institutional research (Lawrence, Suddaby & Leca, 2011). The study shows how the constructed identities tend to reinforce the link between entrepreneurship and masculinity rather than dismantle it.

Our paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the discussions around identity construction as a form of institutional work and also materiality and affectuality in institutional work. Then we present our methodological choices and explicate our data construction and analysis processes. This will be followed by three narratives that elaborate our findings. Finally, we discuss our contributions to research on institutional work and offer suggestions for future study.

Identity Construction as a Form of Institutional Work

Institutional work draws from the understanding that institutions are sustained and changed in and through situated actions by actors, who are seen as reflexive, intentional, and capable (Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). It attempts to capture the reciprocal dynamics of structure and agency (Hampel et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2013). Extant studies have
identified various forms of institutional work in and through which actors seek to enhance the legitimacy of existing institutions or appeal to new ones (for reviews of institutional work see Hampel et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2013; Lawrence & Suddaby, 2006). Identity construction has been acknowledged as a form of institutional work. It is seen to affect institutions by creating an attachment between actors and the focal institutional order (Creed et al., 2010; Giorgi & Palmisano, 2017; Lok, 2010; Tracey, 2016).

Previous research on institutional identity construction has examined how identity is constructed for actors and audience alike to mobilize support around particular institutions (Creed et al., 2002; Oakes et al., 1998; Rao, Monin, & Durand, 2003; Suddaby & Greenwood, 2005; Wry, Lounsbury, & Glynn, 2011). Creed et al. (2002), for example, examined how various parties constructed social identities in their legitimating accounts to enable account-makers and audiences alike to identify with the discourse and set of claims. Lately, studies have also turned to scrutinize how individuals engage in identity work in order to reconcile the contradictions experienced in the institutional field (Bévort & Suddaby, 2016; Creed et al., 2010; Giorgi & Palmisano, 2017; Leung et al., 2014; Lok, 2010; Tracey, 2016). Giorgi and Palmisano (2017), for example, demonstrated how members of mystic religious communities engaged in identity work to reconcile the contradictions between their creed and the Catholic Church. Tracey (2016), in turn, ascribed agency to both change agents and target individuals. First, he valorized the four types of institutional work used by the change agents of an evangelizing movement to convert the audience. In and through framing work the message was legitimized by breaking down the generalized stereotypes of Christianity. Identity work, in turn, aimed at creating links between participants, change agents, and the “Christian family”. Through affective work, emotions such as empathy and guilt were appealed to and performative work was accomplished by producing a theatrical spectacle and enabling participation in it. In addition, Tracey also ascribed the agency to target individuals by scrutinizing how they made sense of the messages of change agents.

As Tracey (2016) demonstrates, institutional work directs our attention to an agency that is not a heroic institutional entrepreneur, but more fragmented and distributed (see also e.g. Hampel et al., 2015; Lok, 2010; Raviola & Norbäck, 2013). In our study, we see agency distributed within the sociomaterial practices of the Slush conference. Accordingly, we consider the organizers of Slush conference the creators of a sociomaterial setting that aims at influencing the audience. We also see the audience of the conference as institutional workers, since they, too, participate in constructing the identity of start-up entrepreneurs within the sociomaterial practices of Slush. Further, we recognize the contribution of materiality to
institutional work. Previous studies on institutional work in general and institutional identity work in particular have mostly focused on discursive and symbolic forms of action (Hampel et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2013) and have thus ascribed agency to people. An emerging stream of studies has examined the role of materiality in institutional work (Jones & Massa, 2013; Lawrence & Dover, 2015; Monteiro & Nicolini, 2015; Munir & Phillips, 2005; Raviola & Norbäck, 2013). Most of these studies have illuminated how materiality enhances or restricts human agency. Raviola and Norbäck (2013) explicitly extend agency to materialities as well. Drawing on Callon’s (2008) notion of agencement, they demonstrate how technology is involved in the decisions of journalists when they work to institutionalize new ways of enacting business online. However, there is a paucity of knowledge regarding sociomaterial agency in identity construction as a form of institutional work. We examine this through performative identity theory (Butler, 1990) and the theoretical perspectives of sociomateriality (Barad, 2003; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Suchman, 2007) and affects (Blackman & Venn, 2010; Henriques, 2010; Massumi, 2002; Wetherell, 2012).

**Performative Identity Theory and Institutional Identity Construction**

According to performative identity theory (Butler, 1990, 1997), identity is continuously constructed in and through linguistic and other bodily actions as people relate themselves to the issues at hand. When we study identity work from the perspective of performative identity theory, we see that it has three distinct characteristics in relation to a more general definition of identity work: identity work is an ongoing accomplishment; identity work does not necessarily need to be triggered by acknowledged contradictions or threats in a milieu; and finally, in and through identity work people cite existing (read: hegemonic and taken for granted) formations of knowledge, and adjust them in the process of reiteration – mostly in subtle ways, but sometimes more subversively as well (Butler, 1990; Laine, Meriläinen, Tienari, & Vaara, 2016).

Performative identity theory comports well with the theory on institutional work, which argues that “institutions are seen as ongoing human accomplishments, constructed and maintained by people’s behaviour, thoughts and feelings, often in ways that are unreflective and unintended, but just as often in ways that reflect people’s awareness, their desires to

---

1 Identity work has been defined as actions in and through which people form, maintain, strengthen, diminish or resist identities provided to them in their social milieu to achieve a sense of coherence and distinctiveness (Brown, 2015; Snow & Anderson, 1987; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003; Watson, 2008).
affect institutional arrangements, and the skills and resources they marshal to achieve those desires” (Hampel et al., 2015). Previous studies on institutional identity work have demonstrated how identity work can at times contain reflexivity in and through which actors gain new consciousness of self and enact new forms of identity, which may introduce change to institutional arrangements (Creed et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2014). However, the purposiveness of actions, which has been emphasized within institutional work, does not need to mean reflexivity; it can be seen to arise from habituated embodied tendencies that have been deposited in people through a continuous process of repetitive actions (Bourdieu, 1990; Butler, 1997; Chia & Holt, 2006; Grosz, 1994). Thus, performative identity work assigns agency mostly by enacting institutions quite unreflexively and unintentionally. Still, since the actions are always indeterminate, there is a constant change going on in the process of repetition (Butler, 1990, 1997).

Sociomateriality, Affect and Institutional Identity Construction

To highlight the distributed agency in the analysis of identity construction as institutional work we also draw from the theorization of sociomateriality (Barad, 2003; Orlikowski & Scott, 2008; Suchman, 2007) and affects (Blackman & Venn, 2010; Henriques, 2010; Massumi, 2002; Wetherell, 2012). Sociomateriality does not privilege the agency of the social (the human) or the material, but rather assumes a position of constitutive entanglement of the social and the material (Orlikowski, 2007). Sociomateriality is a theoretical approach that has emerged in the areas of posthumanist practice theories (Gherardi 2006; Nicolini 2007), material feminism (Alaimo & Hekman, 2008; Barad, 2003), science and technology studies (Suchman, 2007) and research on technology and organizations (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). To some extent, it may be seen as a counterforce to the linguistic turn, which overemphasizes the social by considering reality to be constructed in and through language. Sociomateriality posits that the social and material intra-act rather than merely interact. Intra-action rejects pre-given attributes and distinct agencies and suggests that subjects, objects, and agencies emerge in and through their encounters with one another (Barad, 2003; Suchman, 2007). Ontologically, this means that the social and the material are inseparable (Barad, 2003). By and large, sociomateriality adheres to a process ontology (Cooper, 2005; Nayak, 2008; Tsoukas & Chia, 2002), since the social and the material come to exist in and through a continuous process of mutual constitution (Barad, 2003).
The social and material are embedded and entangled in practices, making all practices sociomaterial (Gherardi, 2001; Orlikowski, 2007). Affect, in turn, is an important ingredient of sociomaterial practices. While affect can be felt, it does not work through language, discourse, and meaning. It can be seen as the “excess to the practices of the ‘speaking subject’” (Blackman & Venn, 2010, p. 15) and as intensity, as energy that sets things in motion in us and across bodies, things (Massumi, 2002), and sociomaterial entanglements (Connolly, 2002, as cited in Idema, 2011, p. 64; Gherardi, 2017). Taking the affective bases of sociomaterial practices into consideration highlights the pre-verbal and non-conscious sensations of experience and their trans-subjective and intercorporeal nature. From this perspective, bodies are thoroughly entangled processes with the ability to affect and be affected (Blackman & Venn, 2010; Pullen, Rhodes, & Thanem, 2017). Contradictions, the importance of which has been emphasized as a trigger of identity work in general (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002; Thomas & Davis, 2005) and institutional identity work in particular (Creed et al., 2010; Giorgi & Palmisano, 2017; Leung et al., 2014), also apparently emerge from quite unreflexive affective sensations invoked within sociomaterial entanglements (Edensor, 2015; Gherardi, 2017; Valtonen, Markuksela, & Moisander, 2010). However, even though affects have been described as transpersonal or pre-personal intensities (Massumi, 2002), they are also socio-historically oriented (Wetherell, 2012), which means for example that certain affects are anticipated, like the excitement in a football stadium (Edensor, 2015).

Sociomaterial entanglements are performative; they produce what they purport to name (Barad, 2003; Butler, 1990, 1993). Hence, we examine how sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations invoked through them work in unison to construct an identity for start-up entrepreneurs and thereby enact start-up entrepreneurship.

**Methodology**

The empirical setting of the paper is the Slush conference. It was founded in 2008 in Helsinki, Finland. It was apparently established as a yearly start-up event where Finnish entrepreneurs could meet each other, investors and other businesses from Finland and abroad, and provide Finnish start-ups with visibility both nationally and internationally (Vesterinen, 2008). It was explicitly aimed at changing a state of affairs in which there were not many start-ups, where attitudes towards entrepreneurship were quite negative amongst students, and where there were few opportunities for start-up entrepreneurs to share experiences and meet with investors. The establishers wanted to create a cultural revolution. (Auramo, 2014; Heinonen, 2016.) The first few events were organized by local entrepreneurs, but in 2011
young ambitious students from local universities took over responsibility for organizing Slush (Hölttä, 2015; Heinonen, 2016). They wanted to add a “twist” to a technology conference and give it a rock festival feel, thus organizing a “one-of-a-kind technology festival” (Kuusi, 2015). They wished to make Slush a leading Nordic start-up event (Kuusi, 2015) that would attract international investors and media (O’Sullivan, 2015) and Helsinki the place for growth entrepreneurship and technology communities (Teittinen, 2014). Since the new organizing team took over, the number of participants attending Slush has increased tenfold from 1500 in 2011 to 15,000 in 2015 and the number of investors has increased from 4 to 800 (Kuusi, 2015; O’Sullivan, 2015; www.slush.org). Slush has also arranged multiple events around the world, including Slush Asia in Tokyo and plans to continue internationalization. Slush has gained increasing attention both in Finland and internationally. It has been recognized as a major event by technology-focused media such as Wired and TechCrunch.

Slush could be seen as an extreme case that is useful for theory building (Eisenhardt, 1989; Pratt et al., 2006). At Slush, space and the material setting play an essential part in making it a one-of-a-kind business conference. Thus, the role of materiality in identity construction as a form of institutional work is more pronounced than in other contexts and the affective outcomes of the sociomaterial entanglements are easier to detect. In order to bring out the specificity of our case, we gathered three kinds of empirical material: ethnographic field notes, video-recordings from a pitching competition, and documentary material. Our extensive field notes serve as the main source of material. They cover the two-day Slush conferences in 2014 (17-18 November 2014) and 2015 (11-12 November 2015) and include observations, photographs, short interviews with Slush conference participants, and videos. Two of the paper’s authors attended the conference in 2014 and all three participated in the 2015 event. When making the field notes we paid special attention to the materiality of Slush (place, lights, screens, and stages) and the activities of the conference participants (speakers, hosts, judges, and audience). We also used both our own affectual experiences (Roberts, 2013) and our cultural understandings of entrepreneurship as sources of empirical material (Bell & Davison, 2013; Coffey, 1999; Reed-Danahay, 1997). In order to be sensitive to the affective dimension of our experiences, we focused on the affective sensations of our own bodies through moving, smelling, feeling, seeing, tasting and touching (Roberts, 2013). This enabled us to turn our attention from the explicit activities to the pre-verbal and unspeakable (Idema, 2011). We further used our cultural understandings of entrepreneurship to make sense of what we were seeing and experiencing. Our cultural
understanding is based on our experiences as women and researchers of entrepreneurship. Furthermore, one of us is a consultant-entrepreneur and the other an activist in a student entrepreneurship society. Our bodies encompass understandings of the world in and through moving, feeling, seeing, smelling, hearing, touching and tasting (Küpers, 2008; Merleau-Ponty, 1962; Strati, 1992; 2003) and this embodied understanding is social in the sense that it is shared by others.

Second, we used the video-recordings of pitches delivered at a ‘Slush 100’ pitching competition in 2014. The competition included 100 pitches from the first round, 20 from the semi-finals, and four from the finals (124 individual pitches altogether). These were all recorded, edited, and posted on YouTube by the conference organizers (https://www.youtube.com/user/KickNetwork) and hence the data were not produced by us or for the purpose of the research. We watched the videos both individually and collectively to get a sense of the pitching competition and pitching companies and based on that decided to make more detailed notes. We coded 27 pitches on an Excel sheet according to our coding scheme: from each video we recorded the field of business/business idea, the market segment, the role of the presenter in the company, the gender, estimated age, nationality, race, build, dress, the kind of props used in the pitches, and the questions asked by the judges. One column was reserved for notes regarding deviations from the pitching format like “group presentation,” “eye contact with jury, no contact to audience,” “talks really fast – difficult to understand,” “looks down,” “reads from papers.” These data offered us a general understanding of the businesses, habitus of the performers, and the nature and quality of the pitching performances. We analyzed the pitches of the finalists in greater detail in regard to the embodied performances of the competing entrepreneurs and their relationship with the judges, the audience, and the material space and artefacts. We also have field notes and our own photographs and short video clips of the actual pitching situations and settings from all three rounds of pitching.

Finally, we also collected documentary material. This data set comprised online news articles and blog posts regarding Slush (both from Finland and internationally), the content on Slush’s webpage (www.slush.org) and publicly available photos from Slush (https://www.flickr.com/photos/slushmedia/). In particular, this extensive set covers the time before, during, and after Slush 2014 and 2015. This material offered us insight into the expectations and experiences of pitching competition judges and served as a background for understanding the history of the event and for placing Slush in its larger context.
The data analysis of our paper followed an iterative process starting from the data and moving towards more theoretical arguments (Miles & Huberman, 1994). First, we read the data and started coding for individual actions (what was done and how) and artefacts like presenting, announcing, greeting, competing, strobe lights, loudspeakers, and band. In the second round, we focused on how the coded actions and materiality were entangled and what kind of meanings and affective sensations they evoked. We further detected how bundles of sociomaterial entanglements formed larger practices. We identified three practices: festival making, pitching, and bonding. In the third round, we focused especially on the performative effects of the sociomaterial entanglements and practices, i.e. on what kind of meanings, identities, and affective experiences they created and how they contributed to institutional identity work. While multiple meanings were produced within each practice, the core identities of rock star, vital entrepreneur, and buddy in a start-up ecosystem could be identified. In the fourth round of analysis, we focused our attention on understanding what contributed to the capacity of the sociomaterial entanglements to strengthen identification with the institution of start-up entrepreneurship. On the basis of our analysis, we identified three characteristics of agency: multisensority, temporal multidimensionality, and equality and exceptionality building. Even though we have presented a rather linear representation of our research process, coding and analysis were in fact, entangled processes of becoming (Jackson & Mazzei, 2012) where our affective connections to the data and the sense of wonder it created have also guided our analysis (MacLure, 2013).

Rather than resorting to traditional ways of reporting qualitative research we turned to narrative analysis where stories are written on the basis of collected data. (Polkinghorne, 1988; Riessman, 2008). Narrative analysis resonated with our theoretical approach as narrative meanings emerge from the understanding that “something is part of some whole and that something is the cause of something else” (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 6). Narratives connect human actions with material objects and events (Polkinghorne, 1988) and highlight the sense of movement through time (Gergen & Gergen, 1986) making narrative analysis more than fitting for our purposes. Further, narratives enable the reader to relive the story (Connelly & Glandinini, 1990). Thus, our narrative attempts to evoke readers’ affective sensations in order to experience even a small part of the affective intensity of Slush (Ellis & Bochner, 2000; Schouten, 2014). The narratives explicate construction of a start-up entrepreneur identity in and through the sociomaterial entanglements and affective experiences of the conference. In the following, we present the narratives that highlight identity construction as a form of institutional work.
Constructing the Identity of Start-Up Entrepreneurs

Festival Making

We enter Slush. All natural light coming into the convention center through the large windows is blocked. Before we can even properly see what is ahead of us, we can feel the vibrations of the bass in our bodies. There are scaffolds throughout the space in order to give it a rough, industrial feel. Temporary, light-weight walls create pathways that lead the 14,000 participants around the huge open space. A large crowd of mostly cool-looking young people constantly walks past and jostles us in the enormous dark area. Loud electronic music, fog machines, flashing strobe lights, and lasers cut the air in the darkness and the spectacular stages with huge video screens and fancy video graphics greet us as we make our way through the space. People move about to catch some of the ongoing events - 100 companies competing with their pitches, 145 speakers, countless investor meetings, and bands playing at the parties. This is for all of us to enjoy. The intense rhythm of the bass and rapidly flashing lights accentuate the ‘fast forward mode’ of Slush. You either keep up or risk missing something. Bombardment of all the senses with stimuli creates diverse affective experiences for us evoking queasiness, excitement, and a degree of puzzlement. After a while, we are caught up in the rhythm of the event and start enjoying the vertigo.

We all are here to meet each other and see the stars perform. Like in rock festivals, stars of varying intensity perform on different stages and the bigger the star, the bigger the stage. This time the stars are famous startup heroes, prominent CEOs, investors, business angels, high-ranking civil servants, ministers and presidents, whose embodied performances remain business-like. Slush is not only a venue for existing stars, but also a place where stars are born in the pitching competition. The first round of 100 pitches take place on the small Yellow Stage. Performers talking into a hand-held microphone stand in front of three large TV-screens showing the name of the company. Only 20 contestants out of the 100 have sufficient (star) potential to continue to the semi-finals. Though during the first round of pitches the audience is fairly small and the atmosphere remains rather intimate, the situation changes dramatically for the semi-finals and finals. In the semi-finals contestants wearing wireless microphones face a larger audience on the Black Stage with its state-of-the-art technology and audio-visual effects. The four-meter high wall behind the presenter is covered with exquisite lights and there is a large screen for slides and other visuals on the right side of the stage. A professional host enthusiastically presents each startup company and the
audience plays a role in star-building by applauding and taking pictures of the presenters with their smart-phones.

In the finals, everything is BIG. The Silver Stage, where the finals happen, is raised a few meters above the floor and is roughly the size of one of the main stages of a rock festival. A futuristic video introduces the speaker followed by the speaker himself. There is a huge screen displaying a live video of the contestants and their slides. The stage is well-lit with spotlights on the performer and decorative neon lights at the back. Everyone has come to see the finals, which are the concluding programme number of the conference. As the main stage area does not accommodate all the audience, the finals are also shown on the screens of the other conference stages indicating the importance of the moment. All the seats are taken and many people are standing to see the finalists perform. The contestants step onto the stage with a rhythm that resembles a rock concert rather than the composed and sedate entries of business talks. Some say “Whoa! What an audience!”; others wave or just start their pitch immediately. Three cameras follow the performing entrepreneurs. Audience members create a relationship with these stars by holding their smart-phones in the air to get good pictures and video clips of the finalists to be posted in social media.

There is electricity in the air as people await for the winner of the pitching competition to be announced. The jury is contemplating and we know the judges are in search of an ‘X factor’ (Slush website). The jury’s president comes on stage. He is middle-aged and looks like a businessman with his dark suit and white shirt, but he has left his tie at home. He holds a giant cardboard check in his hands. The media have already been reporting that the winner of the Slush 100 pitching competition will receive 250,000 euros in funding. Then the president drops a bombshell: during the two days of Slush, he has pulled some strings, made dozens of phone calls and had multiple conversations, and doubled the amount to be given the winner. Business angels from Finland, the Baltic, the Nordic countries, the USA and Singapore have put more money into the pot. The audience gasps as he announces that the winner will receive 500,000 euros. The huge monetary prize coupled with the sociomaterial setting creates a feeling that entrepreneurship is about reaching for the stars where financial success awaits. For the few this becomes a reality, but for the most, the fantasy is never realized.

As in music industry like the X-factor, suspense is built before the winner is announced. An affective intensity is evoked by exited bodies; it is contagious and moves across the audience who wait in silent suspense. It focuses all our attention on the president
of the jury on the stage. Our hearts are racing. The judges count: “one, two, three…and the winner is Enbrite.ly!” Lasers cut the air wildly after the announcement. The audience is shouting, whistling, and filming. This is the moment when stars are born. The finalists of the Slush 100 pitching competition are there for the huge audience to see and the media to report. Over 700 journalists attending Slush get to work and practically every newspaper and TV channel in Finland covers the finals. Slush at large receives a lot of international media attention. The contestants on the huge stage - with the flashing lights and the applauding audience - are like rock stars that everyone comes to see, admire, identify with, or criticize.

The practice of festival-making constructs an identity for the startup entrepreneur as a rock star that stands out from the mass. The heroic rock star quality of the startup entrepreneur is sociomaterially built up in the three rounds of pitching where in each round the size of the stage, the audiovisual system, the participating audience, and the media attention are enhanced with the increasing sophistication of speaker introductions and pitching performances. The way the sociomaterial entanglements are assembled in each pitching round produces increasing affective sensations to the participating audience, starting from rather modest sensations and reaching mass excitement before the winner is announced; all of this increases attachment to the exceptionality of the startup stars. The rock star start-up entrepreneur identity is depicted as a fantasy for all; like in the x-factor competition it is something that can be assumed overnight. However, while the identity of a startup entrepreneur as a rock star appears new, it is mainly based on circulating old meanings connected to entrepreneurship as it reproduces meanings with masculine connotations like competitiveness, success, and heroism, but at an intensified level.

**Pitching**

The pitching competition is at the core of Slush. From over a thousand applicants one hundred are selected to pitch at Slush. From there twenty make it to the semi-finals, four to the finals, but only on can be the winner. The contestants pitch back-to-back, with five-minute pauses only after batches of ten to twenty pitches. There is a digital clock on each stage to show the minutes and seconds remaining for the contestant. The pitches themselves are short; only three minutes in the first round and five minutes in the consecutive rounds; in that short time span you have to convince the judges even faster: “It’s quite rough, in 30 seconds I have to get the feeling that this interests me,” says Ilkka Kivimäki, one of the judges (Sirén, 2014). The ticking clock, changing presenters, fast talk, and quick questions create a sense of speed and efficiency.
Those progressing in the competition have practiced their pitches. They know what is expected of them. “They have to be able to crystallize their business idea and demonstrate how big it can grow in order to convince us,” one of the judges explains. The contestants go beyond mundane problems when they promise to “fight online fraud,” “bring ethics to incumbent industries,” “reduce packaging waste,” and “enable live online mentoring for programming.” They are seeking technological solutions that can scale massively and solve global rather than local problems. They present precise figures in their pitches; growth in market size, paying customers, turnover, and number of downloads. However, growth potential and orientation are not sufficient to convince the judges. According to Riku Asikainen [the 2014 chairman of the board of Finnish Business Angels Network], “the final verdict is based on the how well the startup orchestra can play together.” (Sirén, 2014.) The presenters have to argue convincingly that their startup team has the skills and experience necessary for success: “Our core team has experience in this field. We did everything from transactions to risk management to marketing so we are intimately familiar with these subjects. We actually built the in-house tools because we couldn’t find any on the market to tackle these problems.” (Enbrite.ly, semi-finals pitch.).

A successful pitch constructs the vitality of the firm through multiplicity of meanings such as high-tech, great market potential, growth orientation, global scale, and team effort, in relation to materialities such as a ticking clock, fancy audiovisuals and young – mainly male and able – bodies. In short, the companies selected as semi-finalists and the finalist represented the current entrepreneurial ideal. Entrepreneurship is no longer about local owner-managers with modest growth ambitions. Instead, the viability of the firm is tied to the embodied pitching performance and the affectual sensations that construct the vitality of the entrepreneur.

Pitching competitions could be seen as “performance sports.” The finals are the third pitching performance for the four finalists in two days. In order for them to make it from the initial pitching round to the semi-finals and from there to the finals, they and their teams have to up the ante. Every pitch has to be better than the previous one. Between pitches there are investor meetings, networking, partying, and not much time to sleep. The startup entrepreneurs must demonstrate their endurance and the ability to improve quickly even under tremendous pressure. The Slush 100 competition is for the vital, not the weak. Everyone knows what is at stake. “We all want to get our voice heard, but there can only be one winner. To get to that magic check at the end of the day requires outshining everybody else,” one of the judges explains (Sirén, 2014).
The entrepreneurs are there to give a perfect pitch, which is a tricky performance. “Although self-assurance is vital in taking the crowd, too much of it can backfire,” as one of the judges puts it (Sirén, 2014). The comment illustrates that for the success of the pitch the content, the material bodies of the performers, the audiovisuals, and the affective vibes they co-construct with the judges and the audience have to refer to the traditional ways of understanding business and behaving in business life. We focus our attention on one of the finalist’s bodily performance. Although he speaks with a slight accent, his English is nearly perfect. He is smiling slightly and looks comfortable on stage. He doesn’t move around much, but takes a few slow paces, stops, and paces again, facing different sides of the audience. He makes long relaxed eye contact with the audience. His gestures are discreet. At times, he opens his arms invitingly. The winner-to-be is now on stage for the finals. He is standing legs hip width with arms open to the side and palms facing upwards. As the jury asks him detailed questions and challenges some of the points he had made, his gestures are restrained. His gestures create a sense of openness and trustworthiness. The (bodily) performances of the contestants coupled with the judges’ comments produces a “business dance” where measured, open gestures are coupled with rational talk spoken in clear, natural cadences and without a trace of theatrical intonation. The bodily performances of the presenters produce a self-confident, open and business-savvy image of the startup entrepreneur. That is what the judges are looking for: “In the end it all boils down to a strategic mix of reliability and confidence.” The affective experience has to meet the anticipations, at least to some extent.

The materiality of bodies is also relevant in another way. During the two days of pitching we witness mainly young, white, male tech-specialists stepping onto the stage one after another in the ‘Slush uniform’ - t-shirt/hoodie, jeans, and sneakers. “I love your sneakers,” a male judge remarks to one of the contestants during the finals as a sign of identification with the young male contestants. The only female entrepreneur pitching in the finals also receives her share of comments: “You look lovely as ever.” It shows how little has changed in the ways women are positioned.

The pitching practice relies on the traditional practice of selling your business idea to the investors and customers but it no longer takes place with Excel sheets and written business plans scattered around the office table. It happens quickly through embodied public performances where the affective sensations created become part of the selling process in addition to facts and numbers. In the performance the vitality of entrepreneur and the firm become one. The number of companies participating in the Slush pitching competition further
boosts the meanings of vitality. Those lacking vitality fall out of the competition by the numbers in the following sequence (1000-100-20-4-1). The practice of pitching further reproduces the connection between entrepreneurship and masculinity, and reduces the pool of suitable candidates by favoring young men. The visual and affective sensations created by young, able-bodied males taking the floor one after the other is a powerful factor in attaching the meaning of youth to the institution of startup entrepreneurship.

Bonding

During the two days of Slush 2014 the 3,500 companies, 750 investors and 14,000 participants make the best of the exceptional opportunity offered by the conference for networking. Some people come to Slush well prepared – there were nearly 3800 pre-booked meetings in 2014 (www.slush.org). This is nothing out of the ordinary at business conferences, but what is exceptional at Slush is the role of materiality in dismantling hierarchies in order to enhance equality in communication and opportunity. The entire Slush arena is designed to encourage networking; there are no VIP-areas and the open exhibition areas, lounges, restaurants, cafes, and bars are used for discussions. Everyone is part of the same flow of people wearing the same big conference badges around their necks. In the darkness it is difficult to make out the badges. A closer look reveals that people are assigned to one of the following categories: ‘startup,’ ‘investor,’ ‘executive,’ ‘media,’ ‘student,’ and ‘conference.’ Further, the beat of the bass and the flashing lights disturb the formality prevalent in business conferencing. The material setting encourages us to cross borders but given that networking is not a Finnish forte, discursive encouragement is also given. During the conference days, Slush hosts advise participants to network by turning to each other and smiling or shaking hands. They even give advice on how to prepare for Slush in the Slush Survival Guide booklet distributed to the conference participants: “Pack plenty of business cards; Talk about Slush in advance. You never know who else is coming; Never skip lunch. Food brings people together; Go to the after-party, no matter how tired you are. Everyone will be there. Follow up with everyone you’ve met with nice, personal e-mails. Provide value, not just empty greetings. This is the point where acquaintances turn into valuable contacts.” It seems that people attending Slush do as advised.

While walking around the crowded spaces we see many familiar faces from the media: CEOs of large companies, investors and high-level politicians, even Prince Daniel of Sweden greets one of us. Most of them are not here as keynote speakers, but as paying customers temporarily stripped of their hierarchical positions. For Slush, they are even
dressed more casually than usual, thereby down-playing hierarchy. They are here for the pitches, talks, and of course to network, just like us, but they are also here to be seen. If you have any serious interest in entrepreneurship and economic development in Finland, this is the place to be. Wherever we turn, mobile phones are taking pictures and videos and social media are flooded with Slush posts highlighting “I am here, where exciting things are happening.” We bump into old friends and acquaintances. As we stop for a chat, we are introduced to new people. We get the feeling that Slush is not just about regular networking, but something more intense - bonding.

Enthusiastic entrepreneurs and wannabe entrepreneurs seem to pitch to whoever is willing to listen. We witness an ad hoc pitch. Throughout the conference, a young Russian named Sergei (pseudonym) has been chatting to whoever will listen and pitching his team’s business idea. Sergei stops a man and asks him if he could pitch their team’s idea. The man stays and listens to Sergei’s pitch. He gives Sergei some feedback and walks away. Sergei turns to the people close to him and says: “That was a nice man, who was he?” They laugh politely and tell him he’s just pitched to the US ambassador. We meet many people like Sergei during the conference and even have eager students come and pitch their ideas to us. A Japanese student tells about his experiences of Slush: “Here you can have a chat with co-founders, and business people. [It’s] very different from Japan. This is very cool; it does not have to be so formal and business-like. I was so happy at Slush 2013 when I met Antti Mattila from Supercell [one of the world’s leading mobile game companies] and he wanted to make an internship programme in Japan, and asked if I would like to join the programme. Now I am an intern at Supercell.”

The bonding practice of Slush recites the traditional practice of networking of business conferencing but the coming together of the dark shared space, proximity of bodies, similar badges, informal clothing, beat of the bass, flashing lights and discursive encouragement to network creates an affective sense of community where people make themselves accessible beyond everyday networking. In so doing, they construct the identity of startup ecosystem buddies for themselves as well for those with whom they are talking. For the duration of the conference all identifying with the identity can feel included.

The intensive bonding does not end when the formal schedule is over, rather it is “taken up a notch.” The evenings are there for partying together and continuing the discussions started during the day. There are official opening parties the night before Slush starts and after-parties on both days of the conference. The big official after-party has gained
something of a legendary reputation as stories about liters of free alcohol, crazy moments in
the sauna, and Jacuzzi and general mayhem are spread around.

The main party is held at the same venue as the conference itself and the venue looks
the same, but somehow different. The company booths are gone but the massive stages are
still there. There are state-of-the-art stage lights, huge screens full of colorful videos flashing
with loud, pumping music. The coolest pop and rock artists and DJs play on the stages until
late at night. Open bars stocked with beer and cider have appeared and almost everyone
walks around with a beer or cider can in hand. The whole area is turned into a huge party
zone ripping off the last bits of formality linked to conferencing. Like during the official
conference, there are no VIP lounges, no separate areas for special people. Students, startups,
investors, executives, politicians and volunteers mingle. Many seem to have found someone
they wanted to meet, someone they were looking for. During the main party, one of us bonds
with the chairman of the board of the Finnish Business Angels network, and the other with a
famous venture capitalist to whom she pitches her business idea. She agrees on a business
meeting with him the next day. Everything seems possible at Slush. The third bonds with no-
one feeling that she does not belong in the space we are sharing.

The party is populated by young people, mainly men, accentuating the masculinity of
the event. They show the older people how partying is done. The party is still going on at 2
am and only the youngest one of us is still there. She hooks up with old and new friends on
the dance floor, shouting and at times embracing the others. One young man even starts
taking off his shirt. As she senses the movement, the heat and the smell of bodies next to
hers, she feels she is truly part of the startup scene.

The bonding practice of Slush is intensified through partying. In partying, different
rules of interaction apply and the way the bonding practice is assembled in the evening
further enhances the attachment of participants to the buddy identity in the startup ecosystem.
The bands, flashing lights, beer and cider cans, vibrating music, flashing videos, relaxed,
alcohol-stimulated bodies, sweat and dancing, touching bodies come together to create an
affective sense of ‘we.’ The identity of a startup entrepreneur constructed in the process is not
that of a lonely wolf but rather that of buddy in a collective endeavor. Bonding in the bar or
at the dance floor creates different kinds of connections than those created during the day.
They are beyond formal connections and are thus easier to draw on in the future. Further, the
buddy identity of the startup ecosystem enables individuals taking part in different
entrepreneurial activities in startups, financing institutions, entrepreneurship societies,
academic institutions, and support institutions to feel that they and their activities are part of a
bigger whole, part of a social movement sweeping across Finland and beyond. They can feel they belong to this grand fantasy of an entrepreneurial future.

As we leave Slush, the sociomaterial assemblages dismantle and the affective intensities created disappear. The Cinderella moment is over. We all return to our ordinary selves and ordinary jobs. The startups get back to working hard on ideas that may never materialize, the CEOs and investment bankers return to their inaccessible corner offices, and the students get on with their studies. We stop smiling at each other and stop having conversations with strangers. However, after the conference many of us carry at least a tiny bit of the experience of identifying with startup entrepreneurs out to conquer the world. And for some, the process of becoming continues as the negotiations started with venture capitalists continue, sales and financing agreed during the conference are realized, and collaboration with new partners start. But for many, becoming a startup entrepreneur remains a fantasized identity.

**Discussion and Conclusions**

Our study highlights the sociomaterial and affective nature of identity construction in enacting institutions. Identity construction as a form of institutional work has been studied mainly from discursive and symbolic perspectives (Creed et al., 2002; Creed et al., 2010; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001; Wry et al., 2011). We, however, build on the emerging stream of research that has scrutinized the role of materiality in institutional work. Materiality has been acknowledged to contain institutional information (Jones & Massa, 2013; Raviola & Norbäck, 2013), provide assistance (Monteiro & Nicolini, 2015; Munir & Phillips, 2005), or place obstacles to institutional work (Lawrence & Dover, 2015). While Raviola and Norbäck (2013) have explicitly extended agency to materiality in institutional work, little is known about the role of materiality in identity construction as institutional work. Our study examined how the identity of the start-up entrepreneur is constructed within the sociomaterial practices of the start-up and technology conference Slush. We started by demonstrating how continuous actions – by organizers and participants entangled with materialities – create practices of festival-making, pitching as well as bonding. In these practices the continuous sociomaterial entangling creates meanings and affective sensations as well as identifications with these meanings and sensations. Hence, the identity of start-up entrepreneur is constructed to comprise rock star, vital entrepreneur, and buddy in the startup ecosystem.

We argue that the capability of the sociomaterial entanglements – that is, agency – to generate identification with the institution of start-up entrepreneurship is intensified through
three characteristics: multisensority, temporal multidimensionality, and the dynamics of equality and exceptionality building. Multisensority means that sociomaterial entanglements appeal to many senses at the same time: visual, audio, scent, taste and haptic. This has been acknowledged to intensify the affectual sensations that stimulate attachment of the individual to the issues at hand (Edensor, 2015; Gherardi, 2017; Strati, 1992, 2003; Valtonen et al., 2010). Temporally multidimensional agency, in turn, refers to agential orientation to the past, present, and future (Battilana & D’Aunno, 2009; Emirbayer & Mische, 1998). Our argument about the temporally multidimensional agency of sociomaterial entanglements resonates with the study of Raviola and Norbäck (2013), who demonstrated how the present decisions of the journalists in relation to materialities were oriented both by past habits and future expectations. We show how identity construction in and through sociomaterial entanglements draws from the past while simultaneously reaching towards the future. However, we add affectual sensations as part of the sociomaterial entanglements, and also consider them to be socio-historically oriented (Wetherell, 2012), even though they have been described as transpersonal or prepersonal intensities (Massumi, 2002). Hence, the capacity of affects – that is, agency – to generate identification with the institution also emerges by relating present experiences with both the past and future.

The dynamic of equality and exceptionality building is the third characteristics of the agency of sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations. The dynamic exploits the basics of identity construction. First, as identity construction exploits the desire for existence, which is conferred from outside (Butler, 1997, p. 20–21), we have a need to be part of a social group. This is accomplished through equality building. However, at the same time we need to feel unique, because identity usually refers to meanings that are attached to people to create uniqueness and differentiation from others (Brown, 2015). In our material, the dynamic is created by backing up the exceptionality building of some conference participants with a simultaneous construction of equality among participants that promises exceptionality for everyone. In the following we crystallize how the characteristics of sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations – i.e. multisensority, temporal multidimensionality as well as dynamics equality and exceptionality building – catalyze identification with the institution of startup entrepreneurship.

In the practice of festival making, multiple senses are bombarded with stimuli. The beat of the music, flashing lights in a dark, cave-like space, flowing masses of bodies, business talks, and the scent of a fog machine invoke affects that create a sense of fun, excitement, and energy for startup entrepreneurship. Through these meanings the
sociomaterial entanglements and the affective sensations orient to the future. However, at the same time they draw from the past by citing business conference practices such as business discourses, selection of keynote speakers as well as the calm, business-like embodied performances of the presenters. The sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations further build equality among the participants who join in to enjoy and identify with the energy and fun of the startup scene. To some extent this equality building is further constructed in the X-factor type of pitching competition, which is open for everyone and provides a promise of success for all. The increasing size of the stages, ever fancier audiovisual systems, increasing media attention, professional pitching performances, the filming and whistling audience, the proximity of exited bodies, the judges’ questions, the tension created through music, the huge cardboard check, the final countdown, and the explosion of excitement into shouts, whistles and applause when the winner is announced, create affective intensity and collective subjectivity (Henriques, 2010); everyone is part of the star-building process and stardom could be for everybody. The affective power is tied to shifts in intensity of affects (Henriques, 2010) and the spread of affect across bodies in space (Massumi, 2002). The sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations reach to the future by creating start-up idols who are conquering the world. However, at the same time they draw from the past by accentuating old, masculinity-related meanings linked to startup entrepreneurship such as competitiveness, success, heroism and maleness (e.g. Anderson & Warren, 2011; Essers & Benschop, 2007; Hytti & Heinonen, 2013).

Within the practice of pitching sociomaterial entanglements and affective experiences create meanings of speed, effectiveness, and vitality. The affective experiences emerge especially through the entanglements of visual and audial sensations: the ticking clock, changing presenters, fast talk, slides, sales figures, young and able male bodies, excellent English, rapid-fire questions of the judges, and the embodied performances. The sociomaterial entanglements and the affective sensations orient to the future by disrupting the traditional mode of financial negotiations in the offices of investors by replacing them with embodied public performance and by linking the vitality of youth with start-up entrepreneurship. The young – and mostly male – bodies with open gestures, eye contact, and smiles promise to tackle global challenges, which invite us all to believe in the vitality of the startup entrepreneur. However, the practice also draws from traditional business negotiations where credibility is built by presenting numbers and highlighting the competence of the team combined with the calm mode of the presentations (Garud, Schild, & Lant, 2014; Lounsbury & Glynn, 2001). Lounsbury and Glynn remind us that ‘the content of entrepreneurial stories
must align with audience interests and normative beliefs to enable favourable interpretations of a new venture’ (2001, p. 550). Hence, identity construction through citing existing knowledge and ways of acting in the entrepreneurial world also provides a safe basis for identifying with the meanings of startup entrepreneurship. The sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations build the exceptionality of the “vital” entrepreneurs and set them apart from those 1000 entrepreneurs attending the pitching competition who have fallen while trying.

Within the bonding practice, sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations construct close and warm connections among strangers. A multiplicity of sensual experiences is created through dark shared space, proximity to celebrities and others, shaking hands, similar badges, informal clothing, the beat of the bass, flashing lights, bands, beer and cider cans, and the smell, heat and touch of dancing bodies intensifying the affective sense of community. Although the sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations orient to the past by reproducing business networking practices, the manner in which it is done orients to the future beyond formal relations towards something more intimate, i.e. bonding. The sociomaterial entanglements and affective sensations build equality between the participants – all are allowed to share the same space, all are allowed to approach each other and feel included, and all are invited to engage in the shared excitement and fun.

All in all, we argue that eventually the dynamic of equality and exceptionality building strengthen start-up entrepreneurship by producing an ultimate fantasized identity that is continuously aspired to even though it will never be achieved. Part of the attraction of this ideal identity is based on the pull of fame and success created within the X-factor type of competition and pitching practice, which culminates in the identities of the rock star and vital entrepreneur. The equality building, in turn, within the practice of bonding as well as the practice of festival-making and openness of the X-factor type of competition, back up the exceptionality building of few conference participants. Affective sensations play an important role in this process, since affect can subvert existing identifications and move us into new states of being (Massumi, 1996). However, for many, these identities of the rock star and vital entrepreneur are forever fantasized, rather than realized.

Finally, our study responds to calls to produce more critical readings of institutionalization processes (Lawrence et al., 2011). Our sociomaterial approach to identity construction as a form of institutional work has enabled us to highlight reproduction of masculinity in the institutionalization process of start-up entrepreneurship. Our findings demonstrate that by and large, while the start-up entrepreneur identities of rock star and vital
entrepreneur reproduce dominant understandings of heroic (Anderson & Warren, 2011; Essers & Benschop, 2007; Hytti & Heinonen, 2013) and masculine entrepreneurs (e.g. Ahl, 2004; Ogbor, 2000; Ozkazanc-Pan, 2014), they also accentuate them further. Also, linking entrepreneurship with whiteness (Knight, 2006) and able-bodiedness (Kašperová & Kitching, 2014) reproduces earlier understandings. Reproducing and institutionalizing these narrow understandings of entrepreneurship limits the pool of candidates who can identify and (credibly) assume the identity of a startup entrepreneur, excluding women, non-whites, people with disabilities, and those who are no longer perceived as young (see also Meriläinen et al., 2015). It is noteworthy, however, that an identity depicting entrepreneurs as collective doers, buddies in the startup ecosystem, is also emerging. The Slush event could be seen as a manifestation of this phenomenon.

This study opens up interesting prospects for further research. Firstly, it draws our attention to the sociomateriality of agency in institutional work, of which we still know very little. Our study suggests that adopting a sociomaterial and affectual approach would be useful for researching institutional work in general and institutional identity work in particular in any context.
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